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Cheon Won Gung Cheon Seung Church Main Hall 
 

 
 

Attended by about 300 members from three generations of blessed families and participated 

nationwide through two-way online streaming. 

 

The festival was conducted as an open service for the future generation of children, in celebration of the 
"64th Anniversary of the Heavenly True Parents' Holy Wedding." 
 

 
 
The event proceeded in the following order: a welcome performance titled "Sing Together," hosted by 
Hyojeong (Han Yoo-kyung) and Nuri (Kim Ga-eun), followed by "Welcome Greetings," "Sing 
Together," "Hyojeong Speech," "Sing Together," "Hoon Dok Reading," "Hyojeong Story Courtyard," 
"Holy Wedding Special Class," "I am the Main Character of Hyojeong Nuri," "Congratulations" (birthday 
celebration), and "See You Again" (closing). 
 

 
 
During the "Hyojeong Speech," Kim Seong-han, a child from Kwangjin Church Hyojeong, introduced his 
family and said, "Because I was born with the lineage of three countries over three generations, I was 
born with the mission to unify Korea and Japan, the countries of my parents, and the continents of Asia 



 

 

and Europe, the lands of my grandparents, and further to unify the world. Like the meaning of my name, 
Seong Sung Han Na Ra Han, I will become a proud filial son who creates one nation under Heavenly 
Parent through prayer and dedication." 
 

 
 
Kwon Jeong-hee, a child from Cheon Won Church Hyojeong, during the "Hoon Dok Reading," read 
Volume 4 of True Mother's Life Cartoon themed around 'Holy Wedding,' introducing True Mother's life 
journey. She emphasized how True Mother has loved the Heavenly Parent from a young age, obeyed the 
Heavenly Parent, and decided to marry True Father to fulfill the Heavenly Parent's dream. 
 

 
 
The "Hyojeong Story Courtyard" presented a play about the life of True Mother, the only begotten 
Daughter of the First Advent, showcasing her providential life lived according to the will of Heavenly 
Parent through the play "The Holy Wedding Story of Wang Omma and Wang Appa." 
 
A special "Holy Wedding Special Class" was conducted where Jo Nam Jin Hyojeong and Kim Tae-eun 
Hyojeong, representing all Hyojeong children, held a pledge ceremony. 
 

 
 
During "I am the Main Character of Hyojeong Nuri," stories about everyday changes by attending weekly 
services with dad, told by the children of Guri Church Hyojeong, were shared. 
 
In the "Congratulations" segment, Hyojeong children and families celebrating birthdays took the stage to 
receive celebrations from all attendees, adding fun to the event. 
 
The entire event concluded with a chorus dedicated to Wang Omma and Wang Appa, performed by all 
participants. 
 
 
 


